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• First, develop case studies following air 
masses towards Barbados during EUREC4A. 

• Second, simulate those case studies with 
water isotopes and look at isotopic signatures 
of cold pools.



EUREC4A: Quasi-Lagrangian LES Case Studies
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• Forcings and initial conditions from 
reanalysis. 

• Run by groups at UW, Leeds and 
Cologne. 

• At right (in blue), a quasi-
Lagrangian trajectory that crosses 
the region of intense observations 
on 9 Feb 2020.

• Large eddy simulations with periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal.

• Three quasi-Lagrangian case studies so far that follow boundary layer air 

masses as they approach Barbados on 2 Feb, 5 Feb and 9 Feb 2020.  

• Trajectories vary in meteorology  and cloud organization (flowers, gravel/cold 

pools).  May add 28 Jan and 7 Feb.



7 Feb

Evolution of Feb 9 Case Study

Simulation setup: Duration~3.7 days  
Lx=Ly=51.2 km, Δx=Δy=100 m, Δz=40

• Two LES so far: SAM and DALES (from 
Salima Ghazayel and Roel Neggers) 

• Both track ECMWF wind speeds and 
subcloud layer humidity.

• Models under-predict microwave LWP 
and disagree on precipitation on 8 Feb

• SAM agreement with CERES is good as 
the trajectory approaches Barbados.  
High cloud affects 7 Feb.
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Comparison with dropsondes near Barbados
9 Feb 2020, 12Z
SAM
DALES
ECMWF (dashed)
HALO (grey 
shading)

• SAM and DALES show 
reasonable agreement w/
HALO dropsondes (George 
et al, 2021) and ECMWF, 
though with higher trade 
inversions in both models 
and a cold bias in DALES.

• Include new MONC simulations (from Steef Boeing and Leif Denby) in analysis.

• Look at evolution of organization in models over multiple diurnal cycles.

•Do mechanisms leading to organization differ among models or across case studies?

Future Work



EUREC4A-iso: What can water isotopes tell us 
about trade wind cumulus convection?

manuscript submitted to Advances
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Figure 1. The EUREC4A study area in the lower trades of the North Atlantic. The zonally oriented band
following the directions of the trades between the Northwest Tropical Atlantic Station (NTAS) and the Bar-
bados Cloud Observatory (BCO) is called Tradewind Alley. It encompasses two study areas (A and B). The
EUREC4A-Circle is defined by the circular airborne sounding array centered at 57.7°W. A third study area
(C) followed the southeast to northwest meanders of what we called the Boulevard des Tourbillons. The
background shows a negative of the cloud field taken from the 5 February, 2020 MODIS-Terra (ca 1430 UTC)
overpass.
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• EUREC4A included an unusually large 
collection of water isotope measurements. 

• Observations from 2 research aircraft, 4 
ships and the Barbados Cloud Observatory.

• Goals/questions include: 
- What sets the isotopic composition of water vapor in 

the subcloud layer? 
- Are there isotopic signals associated with cloud 

organization and cold pools? 
- What can isotopes tell us about mixing processes in 

the trade cumulus boundary layer?

31 

Merian https://doi.org/10.25326/
243 

Villiger et al. (2021f) Event-based, quality-control flags included 

 

Seawater 

Data set Link Citation Notes 

Meteor https://doi.org/10.25326/
307 

Galewsky (2020d) Near-daily at 10 m depth, except for intensive 
sampling of a diurnal period 

Brown Preliminary data 
provided in 
Supplemental 
Information 

-- Sub-daily at variable depths, laboratory analysis of 
samples is still in progress as of this writing 

Atalante https://doi.org/10.17882/
71186 

waterisotopes-CISE-
LOCEAN (2021)  

Sub-daily at variable depths, temperature, salinity, 
and quality-control flags included 

 

Figures 

 
Figure 1: Map of continuous (water vapor) and discrete (rain and seawater) isotopic sampling during the EUREC4A 2020 1255 
field experiment. Tracks for the various aircraft and ships are plotted only for periods during which water vapor isotopic 
sampling occurred. Circles and triangles indicate locations of rain and seawater sampling, respectively. Barbados appears 
in black.  
 

https://doi.org/10.5194/essd-2022-3
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• Heavy water isotopes prefer condensed phase.

• Sustained condensation depletes heavy isotopes in 
water vapor.

• Basic isotope intuition:

- Cooler, Drier, More Depleted

- Warmer, Wetter, More Enriched

• Isotopic content is measured relative to a 
standard, e.g.

• Different processes can be distinguished by their 
paths in q-δD space, e.g. Rayleigh vs. Mixing.

• Deuterium excess ↔ non-equilibrium processes.

Water Isotope Basics
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Figure 3. Example of a q ! ! plot for interpreting water vapor isotopic data. Idealized relationships between Rayleigh
distillation (heavy solid line), condensation under ice supersaturation (light solid lines; RHi indicated in percent),
and mixing (dashed lines) for (a) water vapor !D and (b) water vapor d-excess, as a function of water vapor mixing
ratio (ppmv).

and d-excess, plotted as a function of the water vapor mixing ratio in ppmv. The mixing ratio can be expressed
in di!erent units, such as g/kg or mmol/mol, but the basic relationships remain the same.

Within this framework, the Rayleigh curve can be considered a reference process. Mixing yields water vapor !
values that are higher than expected for Rayleigh distillation [Galewsky and Hurley, 2010] and d-excess values
that are lower than expected for Rayleigh distillation. Vapor deposition under ice supersaturation can also
yield ! values that are higher than expected for Rayleigh distillation, leading to an important nonuniqueness in
the interpretation of water vapor isotopic composition [e.g., Galewsky et al., 2011; Samuels-Crow et al., 2014a].

Subcloud remoistening associated with partial evaporation of condensate and the so-called isotope amount
e!ect (see below) can yield ! values that are lower than expected for Rayleigh distillation and thus lie below
the Rayleigh curve on a q!! diagram [e.g., Noone, 2012]. This relationship has been used to diagnose the role
of convective processes in setting the humidity upstream in remote sensing [Samuels-Crow et al., 2014b] and
in situ [Galewsky and Samuels-Crow, 2015] data sets.

3. Techniques of Measurement
3.1. Discrete Water Vapor Sampling Techniques
Dansgaard [1954] presented one of the first atmospheric water vapor isotopic records, which was compared
to climate parameters. He collected water vapor by pumping atmospheric air through a glass trap submerged
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Evolution of water isotopes while traveling towards Barbados
• Isotope initial and boundary conditions come from an isotope-enabled GCM 

(LMDZiso) nudged to reanalysis.
• Ocean isotopic composition from observations during the campaign. 
• Simulations with isotope-enabled SAM using Thompson microphysics.
• Given spread in observations, near-surface isotopic composition is reasonable.

SAM
7 Feb 8 Feb 9 Feb 7 Feb7 Feb 8 Feb 9 Feb 7 Feb 8 Feb 9 Feb



Comparison of isotopes w/aircraft near Barbados

SAM
LMDZiso
ATR
P3

𝛅D, Water vapor deuterium 
excess, per mil

•Profiles of water vapor isotopic composition in SAM-iso have modest biases in the 
MBL with respect to in situ aircraft observations from the ATR and P3 aircraft, but 
larger spread above the MBL where SAM is nudged to the LMDZiso GCM.

•SAM’s 𝛅D within the MBL agrees better with aircraft observations than LMDZiso.

Water vapor,



Cold Pools On Feb 9th (NASA Terra)
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Cold Pools On Feb 9th (Simulated)

Cold pool age (based on tracer): Time since air was negatively buoyant with more than 0.1 g/kg of rain.



Cold Pools On Feb 9th (Simulated)



Cold Pools On Feb 9th

•The simulations show decreased water vapor, increased 𝛅D and more variable 
deuterium excess in cold pools.  

• Joint distributions of water vapor and its isotopic content (𝛅D) are nearly distinct 
between strong cold pools and “older” air.

Strong
Cold
Pools

“Old”
air



Cold Pools in Observations

•Cold pool composite based on data from R/V 
Ron Brown.

•Follows identification method in Vogel et al 
(2021)

•Small sample size (~20)

•Clear signal of more enriched vapor (𝛅D↑) in 
stronger cold pools.

•𝛅D anomaly more connected to rainfall than 
increased LHF (not shown).

•Deuterium excess signal uncertain.

tmax

tmin

Wake

[normalized]

Courtesy of Estefanía Quiñones Meléndez 
(Oregon State Univ.)



Cold Pools in Observations
•Unfiltered timeseries emphasize role of rain 

during passage of cold pool front and 
coincident peak in 𝛅D.

tmax

tmin

Wake

[normalized]

Courtesy of Estefanía Quiñones Meléndez 
(Oregon State Univ.)



Simulated water vapor 𝛅D 
tendency due to rain 

evaporation

•What is the isotopic composition of 
vapor produced by rain 
evaporation?

• In the subcloud layer, vapor 
produced by rain evaporation is 
much richer than vapor in 
equilibrium with rain (black dashed 
line) and close to that of rain itself 
in the subcloud layer.

-100    -50      0 
𝛅D



Looking forward, we would like to…
• Understand drivers of organization better and 

whether those drivers differ among models, 
• Connect the isotopic signal at the surface to the 

rain evolution (e.g., fraction of rain evaporated), 
• And run with finer grid spacing to better resolve 

rain shafts.  (Would this impact cold pool signals 
in our simulations?)



Courtesy of Estefanía Quiñones 
Meléndez (Oregon State Univ.)



Courtesy of Estefanía Quiñones 
Meléndez (Oregon State Univ.)


